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Introduction

Natural human capabilities, such as learning from one’s own experience and the desire for playing, represent a very suitable basis for using interactivity in education. The use of interactive animations makes learning more interesting. Education in the field of programmable logic devices is based on acquiring knowledge about the architecture of programmable logic circuits of various integration levels, as well as the ways for their digital hardware implementation.

During the academic year 2008/2009, within the subject Programmable logic devices, a project with the basic aim to help students in solving practical tasks from the field of digital hardware designing was realized. Experimental interactive tasks include various examples of combination networks implementation in programmable circuits of low integration level, such as PLA and PAL, as well as examples of designing state machine, registers, counters and work analyses via time diagrams [1]. These tasks are available to students as a special teaching resource of this course in the distance learning system – Moodle.

Although there are a lot of programs for creation of interactive animations in the market, having in mind the demand for small-size files with higher resolutions, vector graphics represents an ideal format for animations on web pages. After considering the request for creation of interactive tasks, we selected the professional software Adobe Flash. Besides good visual interaction, Flash enables us to include other multimedia elements in our future activities if needed, such as voice and sound.

The use of multimedia in education demands from a teacher to actively use some of pedagogical software packages available on the Internet, as well as to be familiar with tools and techniques for creation and modeling of multimedia contents. The aim of modeling of all educational multimedia materials is to make possible for students to better understand and remember a specific teaching unit. For that purpose, all the team members taking part in preparation of educational multimedia material should also be familiar with some basic rules of cognitive learning and cognitive theory process, apart from software tools.

Using this potential offered by multimedia contents, and adding interaction with participants, we have created new pedagogical techniques – interactive tasks as a supplement to educational material for preparation of exams.

Knowledge design

For determining the level of a student’s knowledge a conclusion stage is needed. Remarks can be made in the form of answers to questions, a problem solving, history of the student’s behavior during problem solving, etc. The process of the remarks grouping is defined as a set of conclusion rules which translate the remarks into conclusions. There are general theories on making decisions developed especially for situations where there is uncertainty. One of them is Bayesian probability theory [2], which deals with conclusions in uncertainty.

![Fig. 1. Graphic structure of Bayesian network](image-url)

The specific knowledge base within general knowledge base consists of: a group of knowledge atoms of contents
(Atoms $B_n$) on a knowledge map which describes mutual dependence among knowledge atoms [2]. Bayesian network should connect the knowledge map with knowledge atoms and integrate them with specific characteristics of a student.

Bayesian network [2] (Fig. 1) is a simple learning model in which adoption of teaching units (T1 and T2) by a student leads to acquiring various teaching items (C1...C3), which influences problem solving in tasks (Q1....Q4). Task solving can demand from a student to acquire more than one teaching item. With this Bayesian network we can make final conclusions $P(Q1|T1=adopted)$; conditional conclusions $P(T2|Q3=wrong)$; or their combination $P(C3|Q1=correct, T1=not adopted)$.

Interactive tasks creation

As we mentioned above, we prepared the first experimental interactive tasks for students of the third year, for preparation of colloquiums in the subject Programmable logic devices. An example of an interactive task is given in Fig. 2.

The first step was made by a professor who gave representative tasks for specific teaching units. In cooperation with designers and programmers, we created a model of tasks with interactive elements such as:

- Input text boxes,
- Combo-boxes,
- Check boxes.

Fig. 2. PLA interactive task with check box

The given task from the field of designing combination networks and implementation in a PLA circuit demands from students to select from a combo-box one of the offered combinations of final logic products of the input signals value. In the case of guessing the right input combination, the given combination is entered into rectangular fields at the bottom of the task, as part of the final sum of the output function $G$ product.

The example shows the way in which static educational material transforms into multimedia material through interactive elements. The very example also includes a pedagogical aspect, which is shown by the visual indicator of accurately selected combination.

Bayesian networks

Bayesian probability theory is an instance of the normative system. The normative system is a set of rules and logical consequences of these rules [2]. Therefore, if logical concluding and behavior define the rational, the normative system can be considered a model of rational behavior. Bayesian probability theory deals with solving a problem of making conclusions in uncertainty.

Bayesian probability theory [2],[3] deals with events and probability of these events. If an event is $X$, the probability of $X$ is marked as a real number $P(X)$. A set of all possible elementary events is called the event space. It is correct to define the event space as variable $X$, which is certainly in exactly one of the discreet conditions $x_1,...,x_n$. This probability is marked with $P(X=x_i)$:

$$P(X) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} P(x_i | \Pi_i).$$  (1)

Bayesian network represents a graphic description of probability and allows efficient probability propagation combined with strict formalism [4].

Bayesian network should connect the knowledge map with knowledge atoms and integrate them with specific characteristics of a student. Let’s suppose that knowledge for solving interactive tasks has the following knowledge atoms:

- Atom A,
- Subatom A.1,
- Subatom A.2,
- Atom B.

Let’s say that there is dependence between Atom B and Atom A.2, which means that one needs to know Atom A.2 completely in order to learn Atom B. A simplified Bayesian network is given in Figure 4. The learned nodes represent a probability level that an atom is learned. This conclusion depends on the correct answer selected (marked with T) and the recognition of visual indicators (labeled I) [4],[5].
To illustrate the application of Bayesian network as a model that describes how to realize the principle of interactive tasks, we'll give a description of an interactive task related to the implementation of the logical expression in the PLA circuit (Fig. 3).

To be able to accurately fill the fields that are marked with visual indicator, students need to know the logical functions of logical gates with multiple inputs.

Another condition for successful solving of the given interactive task is to be familiar with the structure of programmable array in the PLA circuit, on the basis of which we define the electric junction between signal lines by which values of input signals are distributed through the programmable AND array, and input of proper AND gate by selecting appropriate intersection junctions within overshadowed rectangular fields (Fig. 5). Selection of accurate intersection junctions creates a possibility for executing the first level of the task, i.e. creation of logic products at outputs of the AND gates [6]. An overshadowed rectangle will appear along the output of the selected AND gate, as an indication of properly implemented logic product (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Topic A₁ - correct selection

In the case of making a mistake on selection of the intersection junction, i.e. if the logic product is not properly implemented (Fig. 5), it won’t be possible to continue solving the task until creation of a proper logic product in the programmable AND array, i.e. until visual indication appears in the form of an overshadowed rectangular along the output of the selected AND gate.

Fig. 5. Topic A₁ - incorrect selection

The second stage of the interactive task, which is completed on assumption that all logic products from the given logic expression are successfully created, is at the same time the last stage and represents creation of the sum of logic products in the programmable OR array.

Table 1 shows conditional probability of events for a rule with two parents, a teaching unit and a proposition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Atom $X_m$</th>
<th>Atom $X_{m+1}$</th>
<th>Propo</th>
<th>Probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If both rules are adopted (T in the first and second column) and the proposition in operating memory is present (T in the third column), the probability of completing the task is 0.9. If the proposition is not present (F in the third column), or both rules are missing, the probability of completing the task is zero [7][8]. There is a small probability – 0.3 that the task will not be completed, although one parent is true and the proposition is present.

**Conclusion**

Summarizing the results and taking into consideration a very good result in passing exams during the academic year 2009, we can conclude that interactive tasks produced very positive reactions of students.

We used Bayesian network for modeling the relation between students’ activities and the results. With the efficient concluding mechanism via a graphic outline, Bayesian network helped us in modeling the interaction which we added to interactive tasks. The pedagogical aspect of solving parts of a problem before reaching the final solution gave a very good response.

Interactive tasks in which knowledge is checked or acquired by guessing the correct answer with the help of visual indicators turned out to be a good teaching material. However, they are not sufficient for exam preparation, but they represent additional material modeled in a specific way.

The positive results stimulated us to continue improving the existing tasks and to give a basic concept of their creation and usage in other fields as well.
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